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THE APPLICATION OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN TEACHING AND LEARNING AT TRA VINH UNIVERSITY



After its establishment and development, TVU Teaching and Learning Center has successfully performed its functions as well as missions in organizing workshops on information technology application in teaching and learning including blended learning, e-learning and learning management.



Seeing the importance of information technology in teaching and learning, Teaching and Learning Centre commits to promoting the following major areas: • Setting a video based learning channel to provide useful knowledge to learners; • Developing the learning management system in higher level; • Diversifying topics of workshops on information technology application delivered to the lecturers so that they can create online courses.
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TRAINING WORKSHOP ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY BY AMERICAN EXPERT



TRAINING WORKSHOP ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY



Dr. Phillip Adams



AMERICAN EXPERT Dr. Phillip Adams from the United States of



The core essences of Intellectual Property



America ran the “Intellectual Property”



(IP) were widely launched to the participants.



workshop from 20 to 27 of April, 2016 at



Dr. Phillip Adams brought definition,



Campus I, Tra Vinh University (TVU).



importance, benefits of IP to everyone. From his presentation, trademarks and industrial



The workshop was held in two periods of



designs are examples which should get



April. The first one was from 20 to 24 with



Intellectual Property.



over 30 primary participants who are lecturers from TVU and members of Vietnam



He also strongly recommended Vietnamese



Association of Community Colleges. The next



should apply for IP if they have creative work



three-day-workshop was for around 100



such as literal work, paintings, machine



undergraduate students.



designs, etc. The lecturers and students raised their awareness of IP so much after the workshop. They now understand the importance of IP in this globalization era. If a creative work gets IP, it can be carefully and legally protected.



Students are pleased a er a ending the workshop
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SCHOOL OF SOUTHERN KHMER LANGUAGE, CULTURE AND ARTS: HIGHLIGHTS OF YEAR 2016 School of Southern Khmer Language, Culture and Arts was established on July 30th, 2012. Tra Vinh University and the School itself were assigned to perform for human resource development on Khmer language, culture, and arts to meet the developmental needs on social culture in the South of Vietnam. With a team of 45 staﬀ and equipped infrastructure system for the training and scientiﬁc research, the School has delivered various training courses on Khmer language, culture, arts. There are four 4-year programs such as Khmer Language; Culture of Vietnam Ethnic Minorities; Performing Southern Khmer Traditional Instruments; Khmer Language Pedagogy. Graduate level (master and doctorate degree) consists of two programs including Culture Studies, and Theory & Methods of Teaching on Linguistics and Literature. The School also oﬀers short-term programs including Vietnamese language for Cambodian students, Fostering knowledge to teachers on Khmer language. Up to date, more than 400 undergraduate students and over 100 graduate students have successfully earned their degrees. Currently, there are about 600 students taking courses in all levels. Along with the training task, scientiﬁc research ﬁeld has always been focused. In 2016, in association with the event of the 10th establishment anniversary of Tra Vinh University, the School held academic events such as the conference on Southern Khmer Culture, Eloquence Contest in Khmer language for students and doctoral fellows.



Kinh musical performance



TVU students' musical performance



The forums on Khmer culture were also held and they attracted hundreds of participants including artists, folk artisans, researchers, cultural managers, journalists, teachers and students. It is a good opportunity for them to share experience on Khmer language and culture and evoke folk culture values. From these achievements, the School aims to gradually establish a learning resource center for conservation activities, promote Southern Khmer cultural values and research activities. In order to contribute to the sustainable development, the School is on its way to become a highly qualiﬁed training center to attract national and international students for learning and research on Khmer language, culture and arts at TVU. By Nguyen Thi Hue, PhD
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CANADIAN INTERNS RUN CULTURE EXCHANGE WORKSHOPS TVU – Over five hundred high school and undergraduate students attended a set of three workshops run by Jill Deighan, Karissa Chandrakate and Meghan Brockington – interns from Marine Institute (MI), Canada. The set of events was successfully organized by the Department of International Collaboration and Project Promotion (ICO) for three days with three different themes consisting of multi-culture, climate change and food safety. High school students of the Lab School reached the first workshop of Canadian Culture presented by Jill Deighan on 14 April, 2016. Jill conveyed multi-cultural features in her home country such as food, people, holidays, and activities. The students excitedly interacted with the speaker by asking questions and introducing Vietnamese culture in English.



Students confidently provide the speaker with Vietnamese culture



“Nature is not a place to visit, it’s HOME”. This significant message was widespread to undergraduate students on 12 May by Karissa Chandrakate. Both Karissa and the students together suggested a range of solutions for this phenomenon. After her presentation, the students grasped causes, impacts and solutions for climate change. Meghan Brockington increased awareness of food safety to the students through the last workshop held on 9 June. “People may get stomachache, food poisoning or other serious health problems by eating unsafe food”, affirmed Meghan. The fundamental cause was that people did not know how to distinguish safe and unsafe food. And children are the easiest people getting food poisoning. Hence, Meghan instructed the students rational ways to have healthy food such as choosing fresh raw materials and using sanitized utensils. The set of workshops provided the participants with useful knowledge about multi-culture, climate change and food safety.
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SUMMARY OF THE 9th VIETNAMESE-HUNGARIAN INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE From September 20 to 24, 2016, the 9th Vietnamese-Hungarian International Conference was held at Tra Vinh University in Tra Vinh City, Vietnam. The conference was hosted by Tra Vinh University, the Research Centre for Farm and Animal Gene Conservation, and the Association of Hungarian Small Animal Breeders for Gene Conservation. The Vietnamese-Hungarian International Conference was first held in 1998 and has since taken place every two years in either Vietnam or Hungary. The conference brought together more than 200 scientists in the field of agriculture and aquaculture, from Vietnam, Hungary, Indonesia, Japan, and the United States. The 2016’s conference theme was Research for Developing Sustainable Agriculture where emerging conflicts between economic-oriented production and agro-biodiversity protection were addressed. As far as crop science is concerned, environmental management and biotechnology were highlighted. This year’s conference thus presented a more integrated approach to food production management, as compared to previous years, which focused on gene conservation, sustainable agriculture, rural development, animal science, and aquaculture. Correspondingly, this year was the first year that the conference took place outside of a large economic center in Vietnam emphasizing the importance of local biodiversity, ecological farming, and local cultural knowledge and practices.
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SUMMARY OF THE 9th VIETNAMESE-HUNGARIAN INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE (CONT)



Keynote speakers included both industry experts and academic researchers from Hungary and Vietnam. Topics discussed consisted of: the use of protection systems for farm animal genetic resources; climate-smart agriculture in Vietnam; climate change’s impacts on rice, fruit, and fish production in the Mekong Delta; and Animal Genetic Resources Conservation. Parallel educational sessions allowed scientists to showcase their current research on gene conservation, animal science, and animal breeding and genetics; crop science, sustainable agriculture, rural development; aquaculture; and environmental management and biotechnology.



On behalf of the Organizing Committee, gratitude is expressed to all those who contributed to and participated in the success of the 2016 VietnameseHungarian International Conference. Thank all keynote speakers, presenters, and participants. We would also like to express appreciation to Tra Vinh provincial leaders for aiding in the facilitation of the conference, as well as to conference committee, staff, supporters, and sponsors. Finally, special and important acknowledgement is expressed to our Hungarian partners from the Research Centre for Farm Animal Gene Conservation and the Association of Hungarian Small Animal Breeders for Gene Conservation. Without successful collaboration between our institutions, such a conference would not be possible.
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THE VITALITY OF AN INTERNATIONAL LINKED TRAINING PROGRAM



Being one of the full-time programs permitted by Ministry of Education and Training (MOET) in Vietnam and Commission on Higher Education (CHED) in the Philippines, Master in Management is the fruit of collaborative effort between Tra Vinh University and Southern Leyte State University (SLSU). It has officially been conducted from 2011 until now. After more than 6 years of implementing process, around 120 students have graduated and more than 60 students are currently enrolling. The program has contributed greatly to enhance the level of management officials of Tra Vinh province in particular and the Mekong Delta in general.



The program gives the learners knowledge, essential skills for management in an international working environment. The learners will develop their critical thinking to analyze, compare and apply their knowledge on the real situations in Vietnam as well as to meet the demand for the international economic integration. End of the course, all the participants of the program have demonstrated the knowledge and skills that they have learned into practical situations and got opportunities for promotion in their careers.



IMAGES



Besides, with the form of linked full-time training, the program is appropriately designed to the average income of local people. Furthermore, flexible schedule also contributes to create more favorable conditions for staff and officials who have demand to boost capacity in management to participate. They can study to enhance their knowledge and they simultaneously complete their mission at work. These strengths have contributed to the vitality of the program. Through the impact of positive results, Tra Vinh University commits to striving constantly to improve the quality of the program, as well as to diversify international linked training programs to bring benefits to the community.



By Minh Quang
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ACTIVITIES IN ASSISTING THE COMMUNITY Aside from the above activities, CRCS has coordinated with the School of Economics-Law to implement the project "Water Conservation for Domestic and Hygiene Use Project in Tra Vinh Province (WACOP)”. Under the project framework, CRCS is carrying out several models of water saving techniques in agricultural production for climate change adaption. Climate Change The Center of Climate Change Adaptation Research and Community Development Support (CRCS) was founded in December, 2013. Its functions are to do research, offer training courses, and transfer technology to the community in the fields of agriculture, environment, biotechnology, climate change, economic and social development as well as design and construct environmental treatment systems. CRCS has collaborated with organizations in Tra Vinh and those in other provinces to carry out many activities for assisting the community including organizing scientific conferences on climate change for 200 participants, offering consultancy services to enterprises and the community.



The trial model on climate change adaption



By Thu Thao
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VICTORY CENTER OF INFORMATICS AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES’ INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION ACTIVITIES: BACKGROUND AND STRATEGY In the past few years, Victory Center of Informatics and Foreign Languages has strongly kept promoting the international collaboration activities which are identified to play a significant role in the centre’s development. Victory Informatics- Foreign Language Center (VIFL) has established partnership and signed the Memorandum of Understanding with TEFL International Center Cebu – Philippines in teachers, students and staff exchange, as well as cooperating in celebrating international academic events. This collaboration has enabled Victory to employ well-qualified foreign TEFL teachers and to improve the quality education step by step.



Also in the Philippines, Victory has built a strong collaborative relationship with Leyte Normal University – Philippines in employing qualified English graduate teachers and in employing pre-service teachers for spending their important practicum periods. At the time being, we are progressing our new partnership with Prince Edward Island College, Canada. This activity helps to diversify the foreign staff and bring more chances of practicing English communication skills for students. Besides that, Victory is especially honored and fortunate to have strongly dedicated Canadian volunteers. And now our close friends who have special love for Tra Vinh province and its people are ready to assist us by donating many scholarships to our English learners.



We believe that being friendly is just part of the appeal to English teachers. Victory always well treats our volunteers and foreign teachers no matter how long they will be staying with us. We not only build the partnership with them but also start and remain the friendship. As a proof of this, most of volunteers and teachers, who used to stay with us, usually wish to come back as they keep in mind that Victory has long been their second family. By passing their good impressions of Victory Center to their friends around, our volunteers greatly support us in looking for more new volunteers and teachers. Victory is proud of being a second home for both foreign and local teachers.
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VICTORY CENTER OF INFORMATICS AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES: THE BELIEF OF THE COMMUNITY



Victory Informatics and Foreign Language Center, Tra Vinh University has become familiar with Tra Vinh people for a long time, many people usually call the center by a brief beloved name “Victory school”. A number of parents and children all used to study or have been studying at the Center. We consider them as “loyal customers” and they consider us as “a reliable destination”. With this honor, Victory overcomes the difficulties, affirms our trademark and rapidly develops as it is today. At Victory Center, you will improve your English language skills and computing skills with reasonable school fees. And you can attend summer camps, take internships overseas, and participate in many popular Cambridge examinations which are just taking place right on our campus. Victory offers different intensive English courses to different learners. The youngest are children of kindergartens and the oldest can be adults, university students, office workers, or parents. The progressive results of learners by each course are the best motivation for their parents to invest their valuable time, money, and efforts on their children’s learning English and it is one of the major reasons for maintaining our increasing numbers of students. What is more, Victory also becomes a reliable computing center where learners get necessary knowledge of applied IT for work and study. It is clearly agreed that Victory does not operate for profits, but we always connect ourselves to the responsibility of serving the community. It is proved by the fact that Victory requires rather low tuition fee with our purpose of sharing with the low living standards of the local and the burden of their families. No.4 December 2016 - www.tvu.edu.vn



Victory is proud to vary and accomplish our missions to the community around in successfully celebrating summer camps. Our very first camp took place in the Philippines last year with a group of 10 students and staff from our center. The delegation enjoyed the trip very much as they fulfilled the objectives of learning, travelling, and exploring at the same time. This wonderful camp has encouraged us to target our students to even farther distances, such as New Zealand or Canada in the upcoming years. Internship operation is our new service this year. It started from the point that most Vietnamese newly-graduated teachers have fewer opportunities to experience precious practicum overseas than other international students. We expect to bridge this gap and to serve the society’s need by arranging internships in New Zealand, our first target destination. The trip is applied for not only English teachers, but also for students majoring in nursing and medical science, dentistry, etc. Last but not least, Victory Center is honored to become an authorized Cambridge English examination Center (Code: Vn370). We are authorized to hold the international exams in accordance with The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) and this is an advantageous opportunity for students in the province to pursue their dream of obtaining Cambridge English certificates. So far, we have been allowed to run exams for young learners (Starters, Movers, Flyers) and KET, PET, FCE. Being an authorized center brings a turning point in Victory activities which highly distinct us with other competitive foreign language centers in the Mekong Delta.
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GENDER AND COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES



With mission to promote gender equality to Tra Vinh University students and staff, in 2016 Gender and Community Department has implemented the outstanding activities including successfully holding the conference with the theme “Promoting mainstreaming gender factors in universities, colleges, vocational training schools and high schools in Tra Vinh city” as well as organizing friendly talks on family violence, gender equality, reproductive health to TVU students and staff, and the community.



IMAGES 1



Aside from attending many gender conferences to get more experience, Gender and Community Department has participated and held multiple meaningful activities for students including “Understanding gender equality law and women empowerment competition in 2016”.



IMAGES 2



Workshops on gender equality to female students



Female students are donated scholarship annually



Gender and Community Department is going to promote gender research and conferences to TVU students, staff and the community in near future.



By Kim Anh
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TRA VINH UNIVERSITY



Address: 126 Nguyen Thien Thanh, Ward 5, Tra Vinh City, Tra Vinh Province, Viet Nam Tel: (+84).74.3855246 * Fax: (+84).74.3855217 Website: www.tvu.edu.vn
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